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CRYSTAL SYNTHESIS BY REFRIGERATION
C. W. Wornn, Boston(Jniaersity,Boston,Massachusetts'
Assrnacr
Maser operation requires crystals containing paramagnetic ions such as chromium or
nickel in minute percentages which substitute generally for cobalt, aluminum, or magneshave been grown in freezer compartments at
ium. Crystals of Kr (Coo.eebCro.ms)(CN)o
temperatures of 4o to 5" C. Seedsfor crystals are inserted in solutions which are saturated
at -0' C. in the freezer. Controlled quantities of solutions which are saturated at room

growing period.

hqrnooucrroN
In the development of a device that would produce Microwave ,4mplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation' now known as a MASER,
paramagneticcrystals of various types can be used. Dr. J' W' Meyer of
the Lincoln Research Laboratories of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology made a thorough analysis of what atoms would be best
suited in a MASER crystal, and chromium was indicated as being one of

Shortly thereafter the author was consulted concerning the preparation
of such crystals, and three different methods were initiated, all of which
were successful,but only one of which will be consideredhere, synthesis
by refrigeration.
A normal household upright refrigerator was used in the first synthesis
in the Boston University Laboratories and at Lincoln. Several disadvantages of the upright refrigerator became apparent; and when the author was contacted by Dr. Harold I. Ewen and Mr. William From of the
Ewen Knight Corporation of Needham to prepare comparablecrystals
with various chromium contents, a switch over to the horizontal freezer
type of refrigerator was made. Miss Irita Vilks was engagedby Ewen
Knight to do the actual synthesis under the direction of the author, and
the results of this program follow'
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Although crystals can readily be grown by evaporationof a saturated
solution, two major problems often arise when such a techniqueis used.
The first of these,the excessiveprecipitation in the meniscusregion between the solution and the beaker with subsequentcapillary flow in the
precipitate and further precipitation until, if permitted, the inside and
outside walls of the container are covered with precipitate, can be controlled by lining the container with a non-wetting agent at the junction
region between the surfaceof the solution and the container. This procedure is often unsatisfactory,and the operator is compelledto change
containersperiodically.Other difficultieswith the non-wetting agent are
often encountered.Obviously, then, crystallization without evaporation
is desirable.
The secondmajor difficulty with crystallization by evaporation is the
customary over seeding,particularly in the surface tension film at the
surfaceof the solution. Since this area, along with the meniscusregion
are the only placeswhere supersaturationinitially occurs,excessiveseeding occurs.The density of the surfacetensionlayer, for all practical purposes,is very high, witnessthe floating of a greasedneedleon water; and
the newly formed seedsmay grow to considerablesize while floating at
the surface,even though their density far exceedsthat of the solution as
a whole. Hopper shaped crystals comparableto those formed in saline
water bodiesgradually develop.Periodically these sink to the bottom in
random orientation with the crystals already lying on the bottom, and
the total result is a chaotic arrangement of many small crystals. This
difficulty can also be controlledin part, but excessiveseedingis one of the
major problems of crystal synthesisby evaporation.
Sincesingle,homogeneouscrystals approachingmaximum sizesof 4050 mm. were desiredfor the maserexperimentation,the use of the evaporation technique seemedundesirable.It is, of course,well known that
solubilitiesof most substancesdiffer at different temperatures,and it was
decided to use the temperature differential method of synthesis. Solutions were kept in a bath at 40o C. in the Lincoln Laboratory, and
periodically someof this stock solution was added to the crystal growing
bath at 30o C. The bath was covered with a perforated plate reducing,
but not completely eliminating, evaporation. Seeds,mounted on pedestals, which will be describedlater, picked up the excessions developing
from the temperature differential. Both stationary and moving seeds
were employedin this phaseof the synthesisprogram. Although most of
the disadvantagesof the evaporation technique were eliminated by this
approach, the problems involved in maintaining bath temperatures,in
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controlling weekendgrowth, and others made the use of this technique
of crystallizationsomewhatunattractive.
Simultaneouslywith the above approacfesto synthesisthe samebasic
approach of crystallization by thermal diferentiation was begun under
refrigerationconditions.A common upright type of householdrefrigerator was employed; in this refrigerator the beakers were placed which
were to hold the host solution in which the crystals were to grow. Feed
solutions at room temperature were kept available, and periodically
small amounts of these solutions were added to the host solution. The
general philosophy of approach suggestedthat the thermal differentiation would produce an excessof ions over saturation. If the feeding
processwere adequately controlled, all excessions would precipitate on
the seeds;no new nucleii would form; and the rate of growth wouid depend on the rate that ions could be added which could be concomitantly
absorbed.
Equrrlrnxr
TncuNrqur or Cnvsrarr,rzATroN By RETRTcERATToN
The first refrigerator employed was the normal upright type; and although excellentcrystals were grown in it, certain disadvantagessuch
as wide temperaturevariations during open and shut phasesof operation
suggestedthat the horizontal fteezer type of unit could be better employed. The opening of such a chest at the top inhibited the flow of cold
air from the chest, and manual operation of crystal turning in the chest
and of crystal feeding could be done without a marked temperature
variation. The temperature of operation of the chestswas in the region
- 4o to +5' C. at the bottom of th chest.The temperaturesin the higher
part of the chest were as much as 10 degreeswarmer than at the bottom'
The st'ochsolutionswere composedof 150 grams of potassium cobaltichromi cyanide in 450 grams of distilled water. This yielded a solution
which was not saturatedat room temperaturebut which was significantly
supersaturated at refrigerator temperatures. The solubility curves will
not be reproducedhere.A magneticstirrer was used to facilitate solution.
The preparation of the host solution in which the crystals would grow
involved two steps. Thirty cubic centimeters of stock solution were
placed in a beaker and introduced into the refrigerator. Seedingvery
quickly took place.After the solution had stood an adequatetime to permit completeequilibrium to be established,the solution remaining in the
beaker was decantedinto another previously cooledbeaker and was set
back into the refrigeratorfor observationto make sure seedingwas completed. If it were not, the processwas continued until the host solution
was free and remainedfree of all seeds.
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The procurementof seedsto be placed in the stock solution was made in
several ways. The crystalline mass that precipitated when the stock
solution was placed in the refrigerator was inspected,and the better
crystals were separatedfrom the remainder of the mass. Care was required that no foreignly oriented material was present on the selected
seeds.Crystals of two or three habits could sometimesbe found in the
crystalline mass, but the general tendency was for all crystals to have
essentiallythe samehabit. Sinceit was discoveredthat the final habit of
the crystals could be largely controlled by the habit of the seedcrystal,
considerable effort was employed to find seeds with the desired initial
habit. Seedswere also produced by evaporation of the stock solutions
under vacuum and in the open air. The best seedswere obtained early in
the evaporation processbefore many nucleii had developed.Seedsless
than 1 mm. in maximum dimension were often employed. One of the
most successfulseedproduction methods was that of crystallizationfrom
a residue film from an emptied beaker in which the solution had been
standing.After pouring the solution from the beaker,the beaker was left
to stand without washing, and a few isolated crystals formed on the
beaker bottom or walls. These were usually of the habit desiredin the
final crystals.
Once the seedswere selectedthey were handled with plastic forcepsto
eliminate fracturing becauseof differential thermal expansion when held
in the hands. The fractures were never sufficiently large to causea breakup of the crystals,but they did causethe developmentof cloudy zonesin
the growing crystals. Whenever it was necessaryto handle the crystals
with the hands,rubber glovescut down heat conductivity to the crystals.
It was important that the crystals not undergo any strong temperature
variation, and.to this end the crystal seedswere inserted on filter paper
into the chest and were cooleduntii they were the same temperature as
the host solution. Cooling by this method was Iess shocking than by
direct insertion from the outer warm air into the cold host solution.
fn order to eliminate the possibility of subsequentseedingon the seeds,
the crystals were mounted on pedestalsto keep them off the bottom; the
sizesof the pedestalsvaried with the size of the growing crystals. The
greatest difficulty in controlling seeding was always in the very early
phases of growth. At this stage, although the individual seedsgrew
proportionately very fast, it was impossibleto add such a small quantity
of stock solution that the seedsin the host solution could adsorball of the
precipitating ions as they were available,and some random seedingwas
the common result. This could be eliminated in part by placing many
seedletsin the same host solution and, aside from the mechanicalprob-
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lems of keeping the seedletson the pedestals,this techniquekept foreign
seedingat a minimum. Once the crystals reachedmaximum dimensions
of three or more millimeters,they were easily handled,and non-desirable
seedingcould be completely controlled. As the crystals grew to larger
dimensions,they were placed on larger pedestals.When all danger of
seedingwas past, the crystals which were 1 cm. in at least one direction
could be placed directly on the base of the container. The larger the
crystalsbecame,the fewer seedunits were kept in any one container,for
there could be a completepick-up of all precipitating ions on the larger
surfacesof the fewer crystals.
The Jeed,ingof the crystals was practically as simple as the feeding of
animals. By simple experimentationit was possibleto determine how
much stock solution could be added daily and be utilized by the growing
crystal. Since evaporation was practically negligiblefrom the host solution, the general practice was to remove practically as much solution
daily before feeding as was to be added. This kept the degreeof saturation upon the addition of stock solution practically constant.The quality
of crystallization depended Iargely on the rate of feeding and on the
practices employed in handling the crystals. The general practice we
adopted was to feed the crystals three times a day with particular care
not to overfeedbefore the long night period when no attention could be
given the crystals. Pipettes and droppers were used for feeding upon
occasion.Hollow glasstubes with the finger capping one end to keep the
solution within until brought to the host solution were also used. Micrograduated flasks were used in special control caseswhere the rate of addi
tion and crystal growth were being carefully checked.
At the peak of crystal synthesisby the above technique at the Ewen
Knight facility as many as 400 crystals were being grown simultaneously
in beakersand other containersin two fueezerunits. The beakerswere
held in trays, with one tray superimposedover another to depths as great
as four or five trays. The beakers were labeled as to the percentageof
chromium which was presentin the solution, and as the crystals reached
sizesadequatefor maser experimentation,they were removed from the
solutionsand properly stored.
Turning of the crystals at least once a day proved both desirable and
necessarywhen good quality crystals were desired.This was true both
when the crystals were mounted on pedestalsand when they were on the
beaker bottoms. Crystals set on pedestalsgrew around the pedestalsand
enclosedthem unless turned. If turning were not frequent enough, the
impression of the shape of the pedestal was left on the supporting crystal
face, and this impressionwas often difficult to eliminate. Crystals which
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lay on the beaker floor developeda large, non-smoothconcavity on the
floor side unlessturned periodically. Generally,a turning of once a day
r,vasadequate.
One point of interest arose during checking of the effectsof turning.
It was stated earlier that the habit of the adult crystal was to a large
degree determined by the habit of the embryo. Nevertheless,we discoveredthat habit could be controlled in part by the orientation of the
crystal in the host bath. If a large a face were desired,that face was kept
horizontal in the solution; and if a Iarge Dfaced crystal were sought, that
face or position was made horizontal. No attempt was made to developa
Iarge c face, but it is doubtful that any degreeof positional maneuvering
would be adequateto induce the developmentof that face.
The ultimate shape of crystalline unit desiredwas a cylinder for the
early masers.Since the hardnessof the crystals is about 3.5, they could
easilybe cut to the desiredshapeif the proper a or b f.acewere adequately
developedat the onset.The use of a simple power jigsaw or hand jigsaw
proved adequatefor cutting the crystals. As a matter of interest, however, relative to the shapeof the finishedcrystal, it was decidedto grow
the crystals to the size and shapedesireddirectly. An a faced or 6 faced
crystal of about 2 cm. maximum dimension was placed in a cylindrical
form and into a host solution.The crystal grew until its maximum dimensionsreached3.5, the inner diameter of the hollow cylinder. The crystal
could grow no further in that direction, and further ion accretion took
place on the other surfacesuntil a cylinder 3.5 cm. in diameter and 1 cm.
high of the crystallinesubstancewas formed. Somestressesdevelopedin
the crystal during this procedure, and flaws appeared, but the crystals
thus produced were of fairly good quality.
Due to lack of proper control upon occasion,foreign seedswould grow
in random orientation on the desired crystal. These were scraped off
while holding the crystals in rubber gloved hands. If the embeddinghad
gone quite far, scraping was difficult, stresseswere induced in the crystal,
and the quality of the subsequentlygrowing crystal was diminished.
Rnsurrs or Cnysrar, GnowrNc ny RelnrcnRATroN
C r y s t a l s a s l a r g e a s 3 . 1 X 4 . 3 X 1 2 . 5 c e n t i m e t e r sw e r e g r o w n i n t h e
refrigeratorbath. This sizeis certainly not a maximum; the cutoff at this
size was purely a matter of convenience.From the data at hand it appears that the only limitations to size imposed by the method are those
mechanical controls such as size of container, size of freezer, and amount
of ingredients available. The internal and external quaiity of the crystals
was apparently independentof the size.This may be only apparent, for
none of the large crystals was mounted under reflectinggoniometriccon-
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ditions. The quality of the facesof the smallercrystalswas not a function
of size but, primarily, of the method used in removing the crystal from
the bath.
The rote of growth of the crystals was dependent upon three primary
variables. Obviously, the rate of feeding is important. No attempt was
made to attain maximum growth rate, since the quality of the crystals
sufferswith too rapid growth, and crystals of best quality were desired.
The secondfactor afiecting growth rate was the sizeof the crystal which
was growing. All other factors being equal, the larger the crystal receiving ions, the more ions it could pick up. In other words, the absolute
growth rate was roughly proportional to size of the crystal. The ratio of
growth increment to weight of the host crystal, the percentagegrowth
rate, was inversely proportional to crystal weight. Small crystals grew
much faster, percentage-wisethan did the large ones. Miss Irita Vilks
made a detailed analysisof growth rates relative to crystal size,and this
study will appearlater. The third factor affectingrate of growth was the
habit of the growing crystal. There was a marked slowdown in growth
rate for prismatic crystals and D faced crystals as comparedwith a faced
crystals. No precisionmeasurementswere made on this factor, however.
Cnvsrar H.qsrr
The habit which developedwas usualiy one of three simple types, with
. igure 1(left) shows
{ 1 0 0 } , { 0 1 0 } , o r { 1 1 0 } p r e d o m i n a n t ,r e s p e c t i v e l yF
two {100} crystals grown by the refrigerationmethods. Figure 1 (right)

Frc. 1. Crystals of K3(Cos ggsCro
om)(CN)a.
Left:Elongatedparallelto[001]andflattenedon {100}. [110] and [111] aremodifying
forms. (About 8 cm. long.)
Right : Crystal ivith [ 110] habit, sitting on pedestal. (About 4 cm. long.)
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shows a {110} crystal grown in a 35" C. bath. Three factors were most
important in controlling crystal habit. The first of these was the habit
of the initial seedchosenas the nucleusfor growth and the habit or habits
of adjacentgrowing crystals.The secondfactor was the orientation of the
seed in the bath. No absolute measurementshave yet been made concerning the effectiveness
of orientation on crystal habit, but qualitative
results indicate a significant influence for this factor. The third factor
which influenced crystal habit was the composition of the feeding solution. Two variablesin this compositionoccurred.The first was intentional
and involved variation in the percentageof potassium chromi-cyanide
introduced into the stock solution. Other factors being equal, a higher
chrome content in the solutions was generally more favorable to either
mlaced or 6 faced crystals.By proper choiceof the initial seedhabit, this
efiect could be minimized. Another compositionalvariable was accidentally introduced. In the processof adding fresh stock solution to the host
bath, some of the old simply saturated solution of the host bath was removed. This was allowed to stand in containers and to evaporate to
saturation at room temperature.If this solution were then used as stock
solution for later feeding, the growth habit usually became m fa.ced.The
explanation for this shift lies in the fact that the potassium chrom'cyanide is far less stable than the potassium cobalti-cyanideand hydrolyzeswith time. This was in part circumventedby the introduction of
potassium cyanide into the solution, but hydrolysis did take place, and
the chromium product deriving therefrom was not in an accruable form
in the crystal growth. Another serious efiect of this processwas that the
compositionof the growing crystal was not the same as that of the original solution, and the saving of the extracted solution from the host containers was discontinued.
TUB UNrr CBr,r,
The unit cell has been measuredand reconciledwith the morphology.
Two polymorphic forms may exist, and the entire subject of unit cell and
morphology will be treated in a later paper. It can be stated here, however, that notable deviation from the pseudo-orthorhombicsymmetry
usually ascribedto the substanceis characteristicof the low temperature
form.
Quarrrv ol CRYSTALS
The effectof rate of growth on the crystalshas been mentionedabove.
The two other primary factors affecting the quality of the crystals were
the degreeof temperaturevariation and the amount of mechanicalhandling required when undesired seeding took place. The temperature vari-
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able induced by lifting the trays of beakersfrom the chest occasionallyto
permit turning and. examination of the crystals for non-oriented seeds
*u, uppu...ttly of Iittle influence on the crystal quality' If, however, the
crystati were handled, particularly without gloves, differential thermal
expansion did induce fractures and other imperfections. The use of
gloves partially obviated this difficulty. The mechanical scraping of unwatrted seedsfrom the growing crystals also induced fractures and imperfections,both as a result of the mechanicalforcesinvolved in the scraping
and because of the temperature variable induced in the handling' The
general quality, however, was a transparent slightly greenish yellow
excellent crystal. The crystals which contained higher percentagesof
chromium were deeperyellow in color, Iesstransparent,and generallyof
poorer quality than the lower percentagecrystals.
SuccBssnur-UsB rN e MasBn
Masers which used the above crystals as amplifying devices were
successfullyconstructed at Lincoln and at Ewen Knight. A microwave
signal was successfullybeamed at Venus and reflectedand picked up at
Lincoln Laboratories,using one of the potassiumcobalticyanide crystals
with the slight doping percentageof the chromi-bearingsalt. It might be
pointed out that early predictionsby N. Bloembergen(1956)that such a
device would operate with a very low noisefactor were completely born
out by this experiment.
Lrurrarrorts oF THE TecnNrquo oF CRYSTALGnowru
BY REFRIGERATION

One of the outstanding limitations of the technique lies in the difficulty of automatic feeding or automation in general.Any {eed line from
outside the refrigerator to the container carrying the growing crystal
automatically must pass through a cooling zone in which precipitation
takesplacein the feed tube' finally cloggingit and bringing the automatic
feeding to a standstill. The fact that the crystals should be periodically
turned to make them as perfect as possiblealso is a limitation to automation. The occasional cleaning of crystals where unwanted seeds have
Iodged upon them requires a periodic examination. When hundreds of
crystalsare being grown simultaneously,as in the Ewen Knight Facility,
the full-time attention of an operator is required to produce satisfactory
r e s utl s .
The method is, of course,not universal in its application. There must
be a significant but not too great a solubility variation with temperature.
It is, therefore, necessaryto have a fairly rigorous picture of the solubility curve for the substance being grown in order to get the proper
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differential between the number of ions in solution outside the refrigerator
as comparedwith the saturation conditionsin the refrigerator.
The attainment of this goal is particulariy difficult if the sorubility
curve is very steep. substances with particularly high solubilities do not
respond very readily to crystallization by refrigeration. crystals in which
the unit cell has one notably shorter direction, that is, crystals which
normally develop an extremely elongatedhabit, cannot be grown very
satisfactorilyby the method, although continued study is being made of
this variable.
RnlrnnNcB
Brornnmcnn,

N. (1956), Phys. Ret.1O4,324.
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